The Ward Mansion Bed & Breakfast | Conway, AR
1" Hexagon with 3/4" Square Border
American Restoration Tile is a custom ceramic tile manufacturing company located in Little Rock, Arkansas. We specialize in reproducing the tiles of the past to facilitate restoration of historically significant buildings and residences. We use modern manufacturing technology and decades of ceramic engineering experience to exactly duplicate the sizes and colors of old ceramic tile installations. We also duplicate patterns, borders, corners, and medallions for new construction meant to recreate the feel of the past.

Inside, you will find only a few of the many patterns and colors that are available. With mosaics of many sizes and shapes, along with the capability to match colors, the design possibilities are infinite.

We will manufacture to your design specifications, or we can suggest colors and patterns to correspond with your era of restoration.

ART manufactures unglazed porcelain mosaics:
- flat tops (no cushioned edges)
- square edge (no rounded corners)
- impervious
- style of the early 1900s
- large size
- encaustic tiles
- made in Mabelvale, Arkansas, USA

Bryan E. Byrd
Owner
BS - Ceramic Engineering
40+ years of experience
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HISTORICAL COLOR PALETTE
for unglazed porcelain floors

We are a custom manufacturer and can make colors to your specification. Request actual samples to confirm.
Visit our website for more pictures and information! www.restorationtile.com
Harrington Residence
Jefferson, Iowa
1" Hexagon, 3/4" Square Border
TYPICAL PATTERNS

We manufacture custom historical tile in all historical patterns, sizes, and colors. Custom-matched sizes to fit your existing installation... or tiles made to fit your design requirements are available.

*For larger sizes see page 36
Below are typical historical sizes. Tiles are 1/4” thick.

**Squares**
- 3/4”
- 1” x 1”

**Hexagons**
- Sizing of hexagons are measured from edge to edge - shown below.
  - 1”
  - 1 1/4”
  - 2”

**Rectangles**
- 3/4” x 19/16”
- 1” x 2”
- 11/16” x 2 3/16”

**Pennyrounds**
- 3/4”

**Elongated Octagon & Dot**
- 2 1/8” x 15/8”
- 3/4”

**Octagon & Dot**
- 21/8”
- 3/4”

**Diamond**
- 13/4” x 1”

**Pentagon**
- 19/16”
HEXAGONS

*Any color combination. See more on Shop Pics page (23-26)
*Any pattern in all color combinations.
STRAIGHT AND BROKEN JOINT

M 1606  M 1607  M 1608
M 1609  M 1610  M 1611
M 1612  M 1615
M 1619  M 1622
M 1601  M 1602
M 1603  M 1604  M 1605
PENNYROUNDS AND RECTANGLES

Pennyrounds

P 1601

P 1606

3/4" X 1-9/16" Spiral

Weave

Running Bond

Herringbone
Residential Bathroom | Providence, RI
Basketweave Floor with Subway Wall Tiles
BASKETWEAVE

Basketweave

1-9/16” x 3/4” w/ 5/16” Dot

2” x 1” w/ 7/16” Dot

2-3/16” x 1-1/16” w/ 1/2” Dot

Double Basketweave

1-9/16” x 3/4” w/ 3/4” Dot

2” x 1” w/ 1” Dot
LETTERS AND NUMERALS

We manufacture lettering and numbers to fit your design and space using 3/4 x 3/4 squares and diagonal halves or hexagons and hexagon halves. We can create a variety of fonts in any color combination.
Top left: Residence | Connecticut
Top right: Residence | Connecticut
Bottom left: Residence | Pennsylvania
Bottom right: Residence | Russellville, AR
Top left: Lincoln Cottage | Washington, D.C.
Top right: Stellalina | Jacksonville, FL
Bottom left: Residence | Cleveland, OH
Bottom right: Residence | Atlanta, GA
Below, you will find typical shop layouts of many projects. We mount all patterns, borders, and inside - outside corners into repeating sheets and supply an installation legend for use at the time of installation. We manufacture medallions and murals to your color and design specification.
Sullivan Residence
1" Hexagon with 3/4" Square Border - Yellow Color (51736)
Subway Wall Tile with 1" x 6" Feature Stripes - Custom Glazed
We manufacture authentic, flat, square-edged glazed wall tile and all historically correct trim shapes.

**WALL TILES AND SUBWAY TILES**

**SIZES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size 1</th>
<th>Size 2</th>
<th>Size 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3” x 6”</td>
<td>1/2” x 6”</td>
<td>4 1/4” x 4 1/4”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2” x 6”</td>
<td>1 1/2” x 6”</td>
<td>6” x 6”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GLAZED COLOR PALETTE**

for glazed walls

- BRIGHT WHITE
- L.05
- IVORY

*Custom colors available at special quote*
Residence
1" Hexagon with 3/4" Square Border - Glazed Look is Sealer
FEATURE STRIPES

Group A - 9/16” x 6”

Group B - 9/16” x 6”

Group C - 9/16” x 6”

Group D - 1 1/16” x 6”

Group E - 1 1/16” x 6”

Craftsman - 1” x 6”

Waves - 1 1/4” x 6”

FEATURE STRIPE GLAZE COLORS

*Feature stripes in any solid color - (9/16” x 6”, 3/4” x 6”, or 1” x 6”)*
TRIM GUIDE

We manufacture authentic trim shapes including cove bases, conventional caps, corners, and wainscot caps in historic sizes, styles, and contours.

- 2” x 6” Box Cap
- 2” x 6” Mud Cap
  Also available in 3” x 6”
- 1 1/2” x 6” P Cap
- 2” x 6” Surface Bullnose
  Also available in 3” x 6”
- 1” x 6” Quarterround
- 1” x 6” Quartercove
- 6” x 6” “S” Base
- 6” x 6” “J” Base
  4” x 6”
  3” x 6”
  2” x 6”

Also available in 3” x 6”
Glazed Wall 2” x 6” Surface Bullnose
*Also can be 3” x 6” Surface Bullnose

Glazed Wall 2” x 6” Conventional Base
2” x 6” Cove J-Base

Glazed Wall 2” x 6” Conventional Bullnose
2” x 6” Mudcap

Glazed Wall Quarter Round Trim
Quarterround/Quartercove

Glazed Wall 6” x 6” Conventional Base
6” x 6” S-Base
Recreating the grandeur of the American Restoration Encaustic Tile company. Porcelain geometric tiles (geometric, compatible shapes) have been used for centuries to achieve highly decorative and highly functional designs.

This English architectural heritage has been used extensively in the United States for public buildings, commercial establishments, and exclusive residential applications.

American Restoration Encaustic Tile supplies these tiles to bring the Victorian era to life in unlimited combinations of size, pattern, and color.
AMERICAN RESTORATION ENCAUSTIC TILE - COLORS

- WHITE
- BLACK
- FC - .8
- PH - 1
- SAND
- 733 - 2.0
- COBALT
- 249 - .05
- BURGUNDY
- RUST
- DARK BROWN
AMERICAN RESTORATION ENCAUSTIC TILE - SIZES

Below are the sizes we offer. Tiles are 3/8” - 7/16” thick.

OCTAGON & DOT

3”
4”
6”

TRIANGLE

4”
3”
2”

HEXAGONS

2 5/8”
3”
4”
6”

RECTANGLES

3” x 6”
2” x 6”
1 1/2” x 6”
1” x 6”

SQUARES

3” x 3”
4” x 4”
6” x 6”
1. Do you actually make the tile?
   Yes, we manufacture the tile in my factory in Little Rock, AR. We use all North American raw materials. The body is mixed, pressed, fired and mounted in the USA.

2. Do you ship tile?
   Yes, we ship directly from our factory to anywhere in the world.

3. What colors do you make?
   We custom match and make all historical colors from the 1860s-1940s. See page 4 for our historical color palette. Shop pics are also helpful for color combinations.

4. What sizes do you make?
   We manufacturer all historical sizes from the 1860s-1940s. See page 8 for our historical sizes. If you don’t see it listed, call me, we probably have tooling.

5. What is your turn-around time?
   Every job is custom, and turn around time depends on the schedule in the plant as well as the size of your project. Typical turn-around time is 5-8 weeks.

6. How do I order?
   Contact our office at 501-455-1000 or email us at tile@restorationtile.com. Sketches of your space are helpful. We are happy to do a budget take-off of your project.

7. Do you have photos of past projects?
   Yes, visit our installations page on our website for photos from past projects. We post new pictures all the time online. We can send specific combinations from our archives.

8. Do you make numerals and letters?
   Yes, we do. Please contact our office at 501-455-1000 or email us at tile@restorationtile.com for more information. See the website and the brochure for more examples. We are happy to make electronic mock-ups using your space requirements and lettering needs.

9. Is there a price list?
   Yes, let us know what you are looking for. We will happily quote specifically or email a price list for your use.

10. What is the spacing between the tiles?
    Standard spacing is 3/32”. We can space as tight as 1/16”. Historically we match existing, otherwise we mount at 3/32”.

11. What color grout should I use?
    Medium/light grey sanded grout. [www.restorationtile.com/installationguidelines.html](http://www.restorationtile.com/installationguidelines.html)

12. What kind of sealer should I use?
    Matte to semi-matte stone sealer. [www.restorationtile.com/cleaning.html](http://www.restorationtile.com/cleaning.html)

13. Do you accept credit card payments?
    No, we are an old fashioned company and accept personal checks and electronic transfers. Check processing does not delay production of your order.
AMERICAN RESTORATION TILE
11416 OTTER CREEK SOUTH ROAD
MABELVALE, AR 72103

501.455.1000

tile@restorationtile.com
www.restorationtile.com